HHS TUTORIAL/BINDER CHECK
Make-up Worksheet
This form must be attached to make up work and the TRF/BC that
would have been originally turned in!
Name: ___________________________ ___

Period: ______

Date: ___________

I was unable to attend the AVID Tutorial/Binder Check on: ____________
because _____________

I plan to do one of the following in order to make up the 25 points missed because of my
absence:
1. If you attended another class or tutoring, include purpose of the class or event, your
Cornell notes and a summary of what you learned. Must be verified by the teacher…
teacher's signature required.
2. Read an educational article, take 2 pages of Cornell notes and write a summary/
reflection of article.
3. Design a poster about AVID to be displayed in the room. Must be creative, colorful, and
extremely neat.
4. Write a testimonial about the AVID program, and how it has helped you become a
better student. Must be at least one typed page or two hand written pages.
5. This option must be completed in the Student Union after school. Tutor another student
in any curriculum area for at least 30 minutes. Complete the AVID tutorial request form.
Include the student's name, state a problem and curriculum area; summarize your
procedure for helping the student, and the amount of time you tutored.
6. Watch an educational show on TV for one hour; write 2 pages of Cornell notes on what
you saw. Be sure to include date, time, channel, and name of the show.
7. Complete the Make-Up TRF on the reverse side of this paper.
8. Other: _________________________

(Please get approval from AVID teacher).

Make-up Tutorial Request Form
You need to go to one of your teachers after school and have one question prepared to ask
them. You need to do a mini tutorial with them and complete this form. Please have the
teacher sign the tutorial form. Turn in to AVID teacher no later than a week from your
absence date.
Source:
Page(s):
Problem:
Initial/Original Question:

Key academic vocabulary/definition associated with topic/question:
1.
2.
What I Know about My Question:
1.
2.
Critical Thinking about Initial Question:

Identify General Process and Steps:

Question from Point of Confusion (POC):

Teacher Signature: __________________________________ Date: _________________

